
Phage Name: 
Your Name: 
Your Institution: 
Your email: 

Additional emails: 
 (For correspondence) 

Please check each box indicating completion of each task. If you are not sure how to do something,
please see the Online Bioinformatics manual page "How to Pass Preliminary Review".  

1. Does the genome sequence in your final contain the same number of bases and is it the
same as the posted sequence on phagesdb.org?

2. Are all the genes “valid” when you click the “validate” button?
3. Have the genes been renumbered such that they go sequentially from 1 to the highest

number?
4. Have all old BLAST hits been cleared, and all gene features reBLASTed?
5. Are the locus tags the"SEA_ PHAGENAME"?
6. Has the Documentation been recreated to match the information in the feature table?
7. Have tRNA ends been adjusted with web-based Aragorn and/or tRNAscan SE?
8. Has the frameshift in the tail assembly chaperone been annotated (where applicable?)

9. For the items below, generate a genome profile, and review the following.  For the

YourPhageName_CompleteNotes.dnam5 file:

a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Does every gene have one and only one complete set of Notes
c. Do the functions in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Are all three lines of functional evidence described for EVERY gene?
e. Do the notes contain the initial Glimmer/GeneMark data from the autoannotation?

For the YourPhageName .dnam5 file:
a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Is the Notes field empty (including hidden marks?)
c. Do the function names in the Product field either match the official function list or 

say "Hypothetical Protein"?
d. Is the Function field empty (including hidden marks?) 

Genome Annotation Submission Cover Sheet
Preliminary Annotation Review Checklist 5-15-2018

10. Did you use PECAAN to annotate your phage?
If, so please describe how in the text field  after question 11.

11. Describe any issues or specific genes that you were unable to satisfactorily resolve,
and warrant further inspection in the Quality Control review.

https://seaphagesbioinformatics.helpdocsonline.com/untitled-16

	Phage Name: Rizwana
	Institution: University of Central Oklahoma
	Other emails: 
	email: hkotturi@uco.edu
	1: Off
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	6: Yes
	5: Yes
	9: Yes
	10: Yes
	11: Yes
	12: Yes
	13: Yes
	14: Yes
	15: Yes
	16: Yes
	Describe: Gene 1 - SMART Members can look at this gene. This was not called by Glimmer or GeneMark. We found this ORF in the 644 bp gap between 1st and 2nd genes at the beginning of the genome. It is in the reverse direction as gene 1. The Z score is 2.233 and Final score is -4.312. There are no matches with Phagesdb or NCBI. HHPRED has 58.1% probability and 41.4% coverage with DNA repair protein. This could be a gene as there are actions in Rizwana that do not match with any member of cluster.Gene 4 - SMART members should check this gene as we are not sure. We think that it should be deleted as it is 96 bp long with a product os 32 aminoacids. The BLAST matches have very low E-value. The reason for keeping this gene is it has a transmembrane domain predicted by TMHMM and SOSUI. Gene 8 - Glimmer and GeneMark have different start sites. We are choosing GeneMark as it gives the longest ORF with ATG start.Gene 9 - SMART Members can look at this gene. Glimmer (3952) and GeneMark (4006) suggest different start sites. We are eliminating GeneMark start site 4006 due to the low Z score of 0.295 and final score of -8.488. We are not choosing Glimmer suggested 3952 as we think there is a better start site. We think the start site should be extended further to 3880 with a Z score of 2.172 and final score of -4.234. This also gives it a longer ORF with only 35bp gap between genes and a GTG start.Gene 12 - SMART members can look at this gene. HHPRED hit shows RNA Polymerase sigma factor in Cupriavidus metallidurans with 95% probability and 23.29% coverage. It also shows an HTH domain with 95% probability and 21.59 coverage. We think the function should be HTH DNA binding domain.Gene 14 - SMART Members can look at this gene. Phagesdb and NCBI BLAST matches have NKF. However, HHPRED matches Nicotinamide riboside transporter protein with 99.4% probability and 85.88% coverage. We think the function should be PnuC transporter. TMHMM and SOSUI also shows two transmembrane domains.Gene 16 - Glimmer and GeneMark suggest different start sites. This is an Orpham. We agree with GneMark as it gives longest ORF, with z scores of 1.88, final score of -5.613, and  ATG start codon. Both TMHMM and SOSUI suggest the presence of a transmembrane domain.Gene 20 - SMART Members should look at this gene. We found this ORF in the ~175bp gap between two genes. It does not match any gene in any phage genomes. Phage Rizwana is unique with regions that do not match any phage. Hence we though this may be a gene.Gene 24 - SMART Members can look at this gene. PhagesDB, NCBI match Hydrolase. HHPred also gives a hit to the crystal structure of hydrolase (5JMB_A) with 91.3% probability and 25.3 coverage.Gene 26 - SMART Members should look at this gene. For this gene, the AP cluster annotated members (Wilde and Tank) suggest the function should be a Minor tail protein. We think the function of this gene in RIzwana the function matched Lysin A, N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine domain.Gene 27 - SMART Members can look at this gene. AP cluster members Tank and Wilde suggest NKF. However, we think the function should be head-to-tail adapter as it matched SPP1 gene 15 with HHPred hit 5A21_C.https://www.rcsb.org/structure/5A21Gene 30 - SMART Members should look at this gene.. BLAST search using phagesdb and NCBI indicate NKF. However, HHPRED hit PF10963.8 suggestes possible phage tail assembly chaperone with 85.19% probability and 9% identity. We do know that we want 90% or more probability in HHPRED is ideal.  If we are using syteny, this should be a tail assembly chaperone. Also, there is a gap of 167bp gap between this gene and next gene. When we looked at the gap closely, Tank and Wilde have a small gene in this gap but Rizwana does not have that gene in the gap. We checked all the possible reading frames and also used PECAAN to confirm for gene in that gap. There is no ORF with a ATG ro GTG or TTG start codon in any of the froams. However, we think there is a programmed tanslational frameshift  with -1 frameshift in this gene. The other members of this cluster Tank and Wilde do not show programmed frameshift. The frameshift occurs at a slippery sequence of GGGGAAAA (20465-20472) at 20469 where The -1 shift occurs at GGAAA going from 1st to 3rd frame, The nucleotide 20469.Gene 31 - SMART Members should look at this gene.. BLAST search using phagesdb and NCBI indicate NKF. However, HHPRED hit PF10963.8 suggestes possible phage tail assembly chaperone with 85.19% probability and 9% identity. We do know that we want 90% or more probability in HHPRED is ideal.  If we are using syteny, this should be a tail assembly chaperone. Also, there is a gap of 167bp gap between this gene and next gene. When we looked at the gap closely, Tank and Wilde have a small gene in this gap but Rizwana does not have that gene in the gap. We checked all the possible reading frames and also used PECAAN to confirm for gene in that gap. There is no ORF with a ATG ro GTG or TTG start codon in any of the froams. However, we think there is a programmed tanslational frameshift  with -1 frameshift in this gene. The other members of this cluster Tank and Wilde do not show programmed frameshift. The frameshift occurs at a slippery sequence of GGGGAAAA (20465-20472) at 20469 where The -1 shift occurs at GGAAA going from 1st to 3rd frame, The nucleotide 20469.Gene 32 -SMART Members can look at this gene. Two of the annotated genomes in the AP cluster suggest different functions. In genome Tank, the suggested function is Tapemeasure protein. In genome Wilde, the suggested function is major tail protein. We found evidence that matches Tapemeasure protein. HHPRED hits (6GAP_A and 6GAO_B)  show a peptidoglycan endopeptidase domain, RipA domain with 92% probability and 12% coverage. This supports the function of some tape measure proteins with enzymatic domains. This gene also matches tape measure gene in other clusters with significant e value.Gene 38 - Glimmer and GeneMark have different start sites. We agree with GeneMark as it gives the longest ORF with ATG start codon and -4 overlap. Both TMHMM and SOSUI suggest transmembrane domains.Gene 45 - SMART MEembers can look at this gene. HHPRED hit 6ONU_Cgives WhiB family transcription factor with 90.4% probability and 26.4% coverage. NCBI and Phagesdb suggested function is NKF.Gene 46 - SMART Members can look at this gene. This is an orpham. Phagesdb and NCBI do not give any matches. HHPRED hit cd04761 gives a 92% probability and 50% coverage for HTH DNA binding domain of MerR-like superfamily.Gene 60 - SMART members should look at this gene. PhagesDB and NCBI BLAST matches show NKF. However, HHPRED predicts HICA-like toxin/antitoxin protein function with 97.5 probability and 66.26% coverage.Gene 63 - No changes made to this gene. We think it should be considered as Cas4 family nucleases as it aligned to the crystal structure 3H4R_AGene 64 - SMART members should look at this gene. As per seaphages functional assignment, there is no RAD 52 like DNA recombinase. There is only RecA-like DNA Recomn=binase. However, HHPRED shows 100% probability with Rad 52 like DNA recombinase. PhagesDB BLAST and NCBI aligns with RAD 52 DNA Recombinase in phage TANK.Gene 76 - SMART Members can look at this gene. Glimmer and GeneMark suggest 52002 as start site with z score of 2.054 and Final score of -4.488. We recommend moving the start site to 52026 as it has better Z score of 3.165 and Final score of -2.606. This new start give 1:1 alignment with NCBI BLAST match.Gene 84 - SMART members can look at this gene. The start site has been moved Glimmer and GeneMark suggested 56544 to 56562. This change gives it longest ORF with better Zscore (from 2.032 to 2.623) and Final score (from -5.49 to -3.183) with same ATG start.Gene 91 - SMART Members can look at this gene. This was not suggested by Glimmer or GeneMark. We found this ORF in the 310 bp gap between two genes.A similar gene is present in members of the cluster Tank and Wilde.Gene 93 - SMART members can look at this gene. This is an orpham. The start site has been moved from Glimmer and GeneMark suggested 60077 to 60080 to give it a -4 overlap and longest reading frame. It also gives this gene a better Z score (from 1.954 to 2.396) and Final score (from -4.702 to-3.962). No BLAST matches.Gene 94 - SMART Members can look at this gene. Glimmer and GenMark suggest 60376 as start site with Z score of 2.087 and Final score of -4.275. We think the start site should be moved to 60382 as it gives the longest ORF, Z score of 1.435, Final score of -6.208 with ATG start site.Gene 98 - SMART Members can look at this gene. Glimmer and GeneMark suggest 62117 with Zscore of 2.402 and a Final score of -4.125. We think the start site can be moved to 62147 with the longest ORF, zSCORE OF 2.146, Final score of -4.229, and -4 overlap.Gene 102 - SMART Members can look at this gene. This gene was not predicted by Glimmer or GeneMark. We found this gene in 226 bp gap between genes. This gene is not seen in any of the cluster members. However, Rzwana, has many unique regions compared to two cluster members Wilde and Tank. No BLAST matches.Gene 106 - SMART Members can look at this gene. This gene was not predicted by Glimmer or GeneMark. We found this gene in the 485 bp gap between genes. This gene is not seen in any of the cluster members. However, Rzwana, has many unique regions compared to two cluster members Wilde and Tank. This gene has a -1 overlap with GTG start site and Z score of 0.926 and -8.383. No BLAST matches.Gene 107 - SMART Members can look at this gene. This gene was not predicted by Glimmer or GeneMark. We found this gene in the 485 bp gap between genes. This gene is not seen in any of the cluster members. However, Rzwana, has many unique regions compared to two cluster members Wilde and Tank. The start site has the longest ORF with Z score of 1.795, Final score of -6.512.
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